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Accepting the irplaninbuilding the new town is con sidered as an .........hor then.

achievement evaluation

representation arrangement

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The new habitants of city are very and can afford rebuilding the old museum.

honest ambiguous affluent appropriate

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The planners have made a.............mistake in planning the bridge

colossal concerned democratic ambiguous

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

People asked a ............ way of making decisions in election

affluent ambiguous democratic concerned

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is one definition that ............ the others and blurs the ...................., as when we talk about

a ‘plan’ for a new building. 

combines / distinction illustrates / expertise

intends / arrangement proceeds / achievement

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Planning is an extremely ........ and difficult word to define

appropriate ambiguous democratic particular

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

planning  is concerned with .......... achieving some objective, and it ............ by assembling actions

into some orderly sequence

definitely - combines separately - derives

particularly - intends deliberately- proceeds

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The trouble arises because although people ........ that planning has this more general meaning,

they tend to remember the idea of the plan as a physical representation  or........  

proceed - definition realize - design

apply - instance trace - target

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We talk about planning the economy to ........... the e swings of boom and slump, and reduce

themisery of unemployment

minimize strike intend proceed

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Those in the less affluent world are in much less doubt that they want the security and ................

that planning can bring. 

evaluation civilization dignity target

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Ahter suggesting how the urban planning .........should be condueted, the author con cludes with

the changes in laws that are required.

impossibly process economically compatibly

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

they are subject to laws of  physics, which are much better understood, and which appear to be

more ........... in their application than laws of human behavior.

regular tedious tempting intolerable

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Planning is now much more .......... working with much greater information.

flexible impossible incredible responsible

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Able to exist or work to gether. 

daunting compatible exhaustive feasible

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Such systems were only a development of earlier experiments in ...................

account automation debate argument

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They were listening to the one scientist's................. of the data on the subject.

harness spectrum

 interpretation analogy

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

during the  1950s, partly as the result of the work of  such............ thinkers as Chester Barnard,

Peter Druckerand Herbert Simon, management education was transformed

formerly mundane succinctly  fundamental

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In an .............. to the moon, most of the adjustments to the  spacecraft are made not by

the astronauts but by an extraordinarilycomplex computer control system on earth at

Houston, Texas. 

arrangement expedition development achievement

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Completely un reas onable or silly 

   

absurd adequate paricular reliable

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The plans should be continuously  ................. during the cycles of theplanning process. 

replicated revealed transformed refined

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

it had a .............. influence on research and education in management, and particularly in

planning.

sophisticated extremely profound suggested

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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There's a trend toward more part-time employment.

9��:� ;�<0�� =��#�� ��:>?��

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It's the logical place to build a new supermarket.

;��� ;0�@�A �BCD� E+F�

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Their response was somewhat ambiguous.  ambigguous means....

G,�$ E+F� 0D�#��� ;H��

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was only later that I realized my mistake. 

�0�:+- ���I J�I�� G>-�� �� ���I ��K?$�

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The program requires 16 megabytes of memory

�0, L-K� ���I J�I�� G>,�� #��� ���I ��K?$�

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The precise location of the ship is still unknown.

���M ;0�@�A #�����$� L�N�

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The unemployment rate is falling.

*$�O�� P0! �Q�$� R�S

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He invented a highly sophisticated alarm system

T�0:� U�? �>-�V�A ;0, *#�� ��F,

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The whole planning  process is more clearly articulated, more logicaland more explicit.

G,�$ E+F� �N�� EI

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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